
The Deliverance of Evil
by Roberto Costantini
“Masterfully delivering a mystery that explores modern Italian history, the 
complexities of relationships, and the depths of evil, Costantini’s The Deliverance of 
Evil is an intriguing thrill ride. Commissario Michele Balistreri, once young and 
impulsive, now older and haunted, must investigate a series of twisted killings and 
their connections to an evil from years ago. Costantini has created both an 
unforgettable, complex character in Balistreri and a mystery that never 
stops surprising the reader.”
—Luisa Smith, Book Passage, Corte Madera, CA

Stringer
A Reporter’s Journey in the Congo, by Anjan Sundaram
“The tumultuous history of the Congo is fraught with power at its most corrupt, 
capitalism in its greediest form, and human survival at its most desperate. Sundaram, 
who lives in Kigali, Rwanda, knew nothing of journalism or the Congo when he 
traveled there to write about the country and pursue a writing career. This is reportage 
in its most excellent form—immediate, informative, and riveting.”

—Sarah Bagby, Watermark Books & Café, Wichita, KS

Runner
by Patrick Lee
“When Sam Dryden decides to solve his insomnia by going for a run near the beach, he almost 
runs over a young girl who is also running, but definitely not for fun. She is being chased by 
what seems to be an army, and Sam—ex-military himself—can’t help but come to her rescue. 
What follows is an exciting story of brainwashing and psychic manipulations all done for the 
wrong reasons. Sam and his young friend must always stay one step ahead of the folks who 
want to get her, but then Lee throws in an interesting twist to make readers question the identity 
of the real bad guys. An amazing book that will keep you up until you finish!”

—Barbara Kelly, Portland Bookstore, University of Southern Maine,
   Portland, ME

The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
A Novel, by Gabrielle Zevin
“Fikry is a bookseller with a small shop in a sleepy island resort town off the coast of 
Massachusetts. He’s a bit cantankerous, but with good reason: his wife, the ‘people person’ of 
the relationship, has recently died and his prized possession, a rare copy of Tamerlane, has 
gone missing. Despite those losses, there’s one strange addition, a baby girl left on his 
doorstep with an explicit request for Fikry to take her in. Zevin’s novel is romantic comedy, a 
spiritual journey, and if you include the chapter openings, a collection of short story criticisms 
as well. In short, it’s a celebration of books and the people who read them, write 
them, and sell them.”

—Daniel Goldin, Boswell Book Company, Milwaukee, WI
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While Beauty Slept
A Novel, by Elizabeth Blackwell
“Humble Elise Dalriss was a companion to the beautiful princess Rose, who, as the fable 
recounts, was doomed since birth. The king’s aunt Millicent, banished from the kingdom on the 
day after Rose’s birth because the king felt she had put a spell on his wife, returns on the 
celebration day and proclaims, ‘You will all spend the rest of your life in fear.’ Then she 
disappears leaving behind a kingdom reeling in shock and horror. Through the eyes of Elise, 
Blackwell has retold the tale of Sleeping Beauty using dark, sensual, and magical 
language and a complex plot full of surprises.”
—Karen Briggs, Great Northern Books & Hobbies, Oscoda, MI

Counting By 7s
by Holly Goldberg Sloan
“Willow Chance has just been orphaned for the second time. A genius obsessed with 
growing plants, she finds herself uprooted and without connections—except for a 
school counselor who is bad at his job, the Vietnamese family that lives in the 
garage, and the taxi driver who thinks she is his angel. Counting By 7s is both 
touching and humorous, and you will fall in love with young Willow as she finds 
connections in the oddest places.”
—Kathy Adams, Valley Booksellers, Stillwater, MN

Wild
From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail, by Cheryl Strayed
“The inspiring story of Strayed’s solo journey snags you from the beginning and keeps you 
engaged the whole way through. It was a bold move, but in the years following her mother’s 
death and the subsequent dissolution of her family, Strayed was no stranger to bold moves. 
The challenges, both external and internal, that she endures while on the trail are balanced 
with stories about her life leading up to her brave decision to hike alone for months in the 
rugged Western wilderness. This is a story of survival in every sense of the 
word, and one that will stick with you long after you finish reading.”

—Deborah Castorina, Waucoma Bookstore, Hood River, OR

All The Truth That’s In Me
by Julie Berry
“Four years ago, Judith and her friend disappeared from their small town. Two years 
later, only Judith returned, but she is unable to speak. What happened to her in those 
two years is slowly revealed. Sometimes shocking, and at times full of passion and 
longing, the narrative is addressed to Lucas, the young man Judith has loved since 
childhood. This fast-paced and multilayered novel is part murder mystery, part 
romance, and most powerfully, the story of a young woman who 
overcomes trauma and ultimately finds her voice.”
—Erica Caldwell,  Present Tense, Batavia, NY
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The Song of the Quarkbeast
The Chronicles of Kazam, Book 2, by Jasper Fforde
“Jennifer Strange and her motley crew of eccentric and erratic sorcerers may be all 
that stands between the Ununited Kingdom and the corruption of magic by the forces 
of King Snodd IV and his greedy cohorts. Despite every foul plot and obstruction the 
King throws at Jennifer, she will not quit. But will her sheer determination, 
intelligence, and grit be enough to save the day? Fforde’s sublime wit 
continues to both amaze and amuse!”
—Rachel King, Book House of Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany, NY

Steelheart
by Brandon Sanderson
“Sanderson has an unparalleled gift for fantastic world-building and the creation of complex, 
believable characters. In Newcago, the sun never rises and the super-human Steelheart holds 
the entire city of humans and super-humans hostage. Throughout the post-Calamity world, 
humans bow to Epics, allowing them to pillage, kill, and destroy at their leisure, until The 
Reckoners decide to take the power back. Can six humans defeat a hundred invincible villains? 
Is there any good left in the hearts of super-humans?”

—Mel Morrow, Boswell Book Company, Milwaukee, WI

Just One Year
by Gayle Forman
“In this sequel to Forman’s Just One Day, readers are given Willem’s story.  Willem 
travels from one place to the next and one girl to the next, but after one day in Paris 
with Allyson he is changed forever. He travels the world searching for Allyson but on 
the way he finds himself. Willem connects with people from his past and learns that 
love is more than a ‘stain.’ Forman knows how to pull at readers’ heartstrings and 
offers an incredible novel about a boy and his breathtaking journey 
toward romance.”
—Darlene Kolb, Mystery Ink, Huntington Beach, CA
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Fortunately, the Milk
by Neil Gaiman, Skottie Young (Illus.)
“It starts out as a normal day: Mom is on a business trip; boy wants a bowl of cereal 
but there is no milk; Dad goes out for milk. But Dad is gone a long time and comes 
home with a story that will end up being one of your favorites. Dad is taken by 
aliens, jumps through a door marked ‘Do Not Open for Any Reason,’ falls through 
the space-time continuum, is found by pirates, and rescued by a stegosaurus—and 
that’s just the beginning! A tale that begs to be read out loud, this is 
destined to become a children’s classic!”

—Angela Mann, Kepler’s Books and Magazines, Menlo Park, CA
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